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El Camino de Ribeiro way is part of a longer and ancient pilgrimage
route which has only recently been resurrected between Braga and
Santiago de Compostela.
 
Highlights
 

• Walk through the Ribeiro wine country
• Enjoy the 109 km walk from Ribadavia to Santiago
• Expert English-Speaking Camino Guide
• Get to know the history of the region

 
General Overview
 

Country: Spain
 

Region: Galicia
 

City: Vigo
 

Duration: 7 Days / 6 Nights

 Type: Private Group Tour
 

Theme: Wine Country & Nature Stays
 

Group Size: 2 to 12 People
 

Price from: €
 

 
Introduction

Walking the Ribeiro Way from Ribadavia to Santiago
The Camino del Ribeiro Way is part of a long and ancient pilgrimage route that has only recently
been resurrected between Braga in northern Portugal and Santiago de Compostela (Camino
de Santiago da Geira Romana e dos Arrieiros). The entire Camino is 239 km; which can be
completed in 10 stages although the climb from Braga over the Portuguese mountains is
demanding.

It's more realistic and comfortable to start in Ribadavia (or anywhere in the Ribeiro area) which is
109 km from Santiago so pilgrims can get their Compostela.

The Camino extends for 40 km passing through the Ribeiro wine-producing area which has
Denomination of Origin status. It's an undulating walk passing terraced vineyards and the river
valleys of the Minho and at Ribadavia, the river Avia. The walk leaves the Ribeiro area at the
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enchanting village of Pazos de Arenteiro renowned for its concentration of historic manor-style
houses.

The remaining 90 km to Santiago follows the old route which was used to transport the wine
produced in Ribeiro to its principal market in Santiago de Compostela, known as the Arrieiros
Camino. The climb to Salón is one of its hardest points before the Camino finally becomes more
populated by small towns and villages in impressive rural settings which are generally off the
beaten path and away from touristy areas.

 
Day by day itinerary

DAY 1:
VIGO, PORTO OR SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA - RIBADAVIA

You can start this tour in Vigo, Porto, or even be transferred from Santiago de Compostela.
We can pick you up from the airport, train station or other locations in either of these cities.
Transfer to Ribadavia, the heart of the D.O. Ribeiro Wine Country
Upon arrival, you will meet your Camino & Wine Expert Guide who will accompany you for
the next few days. 
A brief tour of Old Town.
We will stay closeby at a quaint wine country manor house which also has a winery.
Before dinner enjoy a visit and tasting of the winery Casal de Arman
Welcome dinner at the restaurant of the manor house offering excellent Galician Cuisine
and wines.
Overnight in Ribadavia
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DAY 2: 
RIBADAVIA - PAZOS DE ARENTEIRO  (WALKING DISTANCE: 17KM APPROX.)

Breakfast.
This relatively short walk starts gently following the picturesque river Avia upstream.
You start to climb passing quaint villages like Beade, Beran (possible bar stop), and
Lebosende near Leiro admiring the views of the River Minho/Avia valleys and terraced
vineyards with undulating hills.
You will have a lunch stop and some time on your own. You could as well get a pic-nic pack
lunch from the manor house if you wish to do a pic-nic style lunch instead of at a restaurant.
After the start of another steep climb, the beautiful village of Pazos de Arenteiro is a
welcome site and end of the stage. A perfect place to enjoy the beauty of the countryside
with views looking out across the vast wilderness of the Ribeiro area.
Dinner with local cuisine & wines at the manor house
Overnight in Pazos de Arenteiro
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DAY 3:



PAZOS DE ARENTEIRO - BEARIZ  - PAZOS DE ARENTEIRO (WALKING DISTANCE: 20KM
APPROX.)

Breakfast
The start involves another steep climb but through beautiful, remote landscapes with few
opportunities to stop. The Camino becomes more undulating before the welcome site of the
village of Beariz comes into view.
You will have a lunch stop and some time on your own. You could as well get a pic-nic pack
lunch from the manor house if you wish to do a pic-nic style lunch instead of at a restaurant.
Then you will be transferred back to the same manor house as last night.
Dinner with local cuisine & wines at the manor house
Overnight in Pazos de Arenteiro
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DAY 4:
PAZOS DE ARENTEIRO - BEARIZ - CODESEDA (WALKING DISTANCE: 31KM APPROX.)

Breakfast
This is the longest stage of the Camino but worth the effort. Although undulating it generally
descends passing beautiful countryside. It soon passes Soutelo de Montes where you can
have a drink and a rest.
You will have a lunch stop and some time on your own. 
Then the next village at Cachafeiro also has a bar. From here the Camino descends all the
way crossing the beautiful, small stone Gomail bridge before finally arriving at Folgar.
Dinner at the manor house with local cuisine & wines
Overnight in Folgar
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DAY 5:
CODESEDA - PONTEVEA  (WALKING DISTANCE: 24KM APPROX.)

Breakfast
After the excesses of the last stage, this walk is shorter and downhill passing one of the
largest towns on the route at A Estrada, a great place to have lunch on your own and your
guide will recommend a great spot for you.
After a short climb the village of we'll be transferred to Lestrobe, a good place to rest at the
end of the penultimate stage.
Dinner at the rural hotel with local cuisine & wines
Overnight in Lestrobe
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DAY 6:
PONTEVEA - SANTIAGO (17KM)



Breakfast
The final stage is a short one but the start involves climbing before it starts to undulate and
fall towards Santiago passing more houses but still in a rural setting.
The last part as you enter Santiago is a beautiful ending passing parks and green spaces
before joining the last stretch of the Ruta de la Plata. You pass the striking Church of Santa
Maria a Real do Sar then enter the Old Town at the famous old Mazarelos archway then Plaza
las Platerias before arriving at Obradoiro square in front of the majestic Cathedral where the
Camino and wine route ends.
Then your camino guide will say the final goodbye today.
Time to relax or to walk around Santiago (NOTE: See our Add-ons Section to include a
guided walking tour of the old quarter and Cathedral)
Table reservation tonight a Michelin-starred restaurant, treat yourself after
completing the Camino de Santiago thru the Ribeiro Wine Country!
Overnight in Santiago de Compostela
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DAY 7:
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

Breakfast
Transfer to the airport or train station. (NOTE:  If you need a transfer to Vigo or Porto please
inquire for extra cost. As well if would like to extend your stay including another night or
even a short break see our Add-ons Section for details to extend your stay in Santiago de
Compostela.)

B

END OF TOUR SERVICES

 
Included

6 Nights accommodations in Double or Single Occupancy at selected boutique manor houses
and hotels (See Lodging Section)
(B): Breakfast included daily, except the day of arrival.
(D): 5 Dinners included based on 3 courses including local Galician Cuisine and wines.
1 Table reservation at a Michelin-starred restaurant
English-Speaking Camino & Wine Guide Expert specialized in Galicia.
Transfer from Porto or Vigo Airport and ending transfer to Santiago Airport
Transportation for the duration of the trip during walks, etc... for assistance or even if you
don't wish to walk on any of the days or portions.
All entrance fees when with guide
Winery visits and tastings as specified per itinerary.
Local Taxes.

 



Excluded

Tip and Gratuities to guides.
Transfers not specified in the itinerary.
Entrance fees not specified in the itinerary.
Beverages not specified in selected meals.
Meals not specified in the itinerary. 
Passport & Visa fees.   
Personal & Travel Insurance.

 
Pick up

Porto Airport or train station
Vigo Airport or train station
Santiago de Compostela Airport or train station.
Or other locations on request

 
Drop off

Santiago de Compostela Airport
Santiago de Compostela Train Station
Or other locations on request

 
Lodging
 

1 Night (Ribadavia): *Hotel Casal de Arman
2 Nights (Boboras): *Aldea Rural Pazos de Arenteiro
1 Night(Cuntis): *Casa da Pedreira
1 Night (Lestrobe): *A Casa Antiga do Monte
1 Night (Santiago de Compostela): *Hotel Monumento San Francisco

 *Or similar accommodation types depending on availability at the time of booking.

 
Transport

Mercedes Benz E Class Sedan Car (1 to 2 People)
Mercedes Benz Viano or Vito Minivan (3 to 6 People)
Minibus or Bus (7 to 20+ seater)

NOTE: Or similar type vehicles in the same class as mentioned above.

 
Add-ons
 



Tours
 

Galician Cooking, Food and Wine Tour Short Break based in Santiago de Compostela
 

 

Vigo: Rías Baixas Atlantic Coastal City Foodie Short Break
 

 

Porto & Douro Valley Food and Wine Short Break Tour
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